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Contemporary Paintings, Modern Art, Abstract Paintings - What's the Difference?

This is the basic question, along with a little confusing to answer because the terms
"contemporary," "modern," and "abstract" can be utilized interchangeably occasionally. Let us
focus on "modern art." Modern art is a classification of an art period that started around 1870 by
Impressionists like Claude Monet. It is thought see it here that modern artists are the ones who
tried out new strategies to seeing, expressing new ideas and techniques. But technically the
current art movement ended throughout the 1960's and 70's when the term "postmodern" began
to be used and pop art took over as the new thing.
Abstract art can be a kind of painting a departure from reality and was definitely modern at the
time. Abstraction in paintings began to increase the risk for scene about one time modern art
became known since it is a painting style classified nowadays in this art movement. But dreaded
abstract paintings really started appearing early 1900's in Europe through the likes of Pablo
Picasso while others inside the cubism movement. Abstract art actually was not created in
America until the 1940's within the abstract expressionism movement with Jackson Pollock on the
helm. Because abstract art is really a style of painting and not a classification of an art period,
abstract paintings continue to be created today.
And that brings us to at this time. Today we make use of the term "contemporary" to define
artwork to made in our lifetime or in the current present moment. So any paintings being created
right now are contemporary paintings it doesn't matter what the design. What has happened is the
fact that people generally use "contemporary art" to describe artwork from your 1970's until
recently. It is actually difficult, or even near impossible to define a period when we're surviving in
it. One might wonder, will any of us use the phrase "contemporary" to describe the artwork being
made in the existing moment? Or could there be Boca Raton painting a stop towards the
technique word "contemporary" signifying a conclusion of one other artwork period very much like
how "modern" was used. I don't know. But in any case, I really hope these tips have helped and
not confused you will more.

